
*Above instructions are strictly based as a suggestive guide line, by registered technicians from 
Refrigeration Gaskets of Texas, Inc. If customer chooses to omit/add additional steps when 
installing a plug it is at customer expense.  
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Myra Custom Door Plug Suggested Installation Guide: 

 
1. Note if the hinges are on the right or left side of the door. This determination should be the 

front face of the door, from the outside of the box. 

2. Remove existing door. This step will require hinges that are bolted on the frame of door to 

be removed as well. 

3. Once door is removed measured the height, width, and wall thickness of the exposed 

opening.  

4. If light switch and/or thermometer is required on door frame, measure from floor to center 

of switch or thermometer. If door frame does not have a cut out for switch or thermometer 

make a cut out in the correct side of the door frame with the measurements taken. 

5. Once whole is cut and measurements have been taken expand wiring for new switch (if 

necessary). 

6. Dismount cam lift hinge (strap section only, not base) from door. Don not remove spring 

loaded cam lift hinge. 

7. Dismount screws only on bottom spring loaded hinge. 

8. Remove door from new frame. 

9. Insert new frame directly on top/front of old frame. 

10. Hold door frame in position with screws. 

11. Secure frame with through bolts. 

12. Re-Install top hinge (hinge was removed from step 6). 

13. Re-Install bottom hinge with bolts removed from step 7. 

14. Level door frame for proper closing. 

15. Install thermometer at designated location. (If applicable) 

16. Install light switch at designated location. (If applicable) 

17. Foam in and seal door jamb. 

18. Attach door angles on the inside of door jamb. 

19. Install threshold over heater strip. Heat strip is only on freezer applications. 

20. Drill four through bolts with appropriate bolts. Bolts should be used in top left side, top 

right side, bottom left side, and bottom right side. No bolts should be used in the center.  

21. Last step is to caulk any opening seams with NSF approved silicone. 

 

 
                                                                                                                                           


